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PREFACE

Origin and Purpose of Study

The growing number of retirement bills introduced each legislative session

and the existence of several statewide public retirement systems has raised

concerns about the Legislature's ability to make informed and well-

considered decisions on complex retirement issues. Responding to this

concern, particularly among legislators and retirement system administrators,

the 52nd Legislature passed a joint resolution (House Joint Resolution No.

50) creating a joint interim subcommittee to study the public employee

retirement systems. The resolution directed that the study include:

(1) a comparison of the benefits provided by each

retirement system and the interrelationships between and

among the systems and recommendations for benefit changes

to keep each system current with the needs of its members;

(2) a study of each system's actuarial reports in order

to outline the funding obligations of the state for each
retirement system and to determine the progress of each

system toward meeting the state's long-term obligations;

(3) legislative options available to ensure that the

current funding and administration of the benefits of the

retirement systems are adequate to guarantee that present and

future obligations of the systems are met in the most equitable

and cost-effective manner possible; and

(4) recommendations, including recodification, for

clarifying the statutory provisions of each retirement system.

The study was funded by $30,000 from the investment earnings of the

various retirement system trust funds.

Subcommittee Activity

The Joint Interim Subcommittee on Public Employee Retirement Systems

(Subcommittee) conducted eight meetings and a public hearing. The

Subcommittee also contracted the actuarial services of Hendrickson, Miller &

Associates, Inc., to provide data on various types of cost-of-living

adjustments (COLAs) for public retirees.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

7. Create a Joint permanent statutory retirement committee to

review and propose retirement legislation. (See LCI82 at

Appendix A.)

A permanent statutory retirement committee should review legislative

proposals from the retirement boards and employee and retiree groups at

least 45 days prior to each legislative session or as necessary during a

session. The permanent committee should attach to each introduced

retirement bill a report on the bill's fiscal and policy implications and the

committee's recommendation. This review process will not prevent the

introduction of or action on retirement legislation that has not been reviewed

but will provide the opportunity: (1) for a thorough hearing of retirement

proposals; (2) to ensure that retirement proposals are complete and well-

coordinated prior to introduction; and (3) for legislators to design consistent

policy that is fair to all members of the separate retirement systems. The

permanent committee will also recommend legislation to keep the retirement

systems consistent, fair, current with membership needs, and responsibly

funded.

The combined assets of Montana's public retirement systems (not including

local plans) are $2.3 billion, with $3.7 billion in total liabilities and $977

million in unfunded liabilities.* There are approximately 46,000 active plan

participants and more than 18,000 retirees and beneficiaries. The

Legislature is entrusted with establishing sound, equitable, and consistent

policy to ensure that these systems remain soundly funded and are able to

provide public employees with financial security in retirement. A permanent

Doto token from actuarial and financial reports prepared for the Public Employees' and
Teachers' Retirement Divisions.



statutory retirement committee will assist the Legislature in discharging this

duty.

2. Designate a single standing committee in each house to

initially consider all retirement legislation.

The 53rd Legislature (and all subsequent legislatures) should establish rules

requiring that all retirement legislation be initially referred to a single standing

committee in each house to ensure that all retirement bills are considered in

a coordinated manner by legislators who understand the intricacies of

retirement issues. The standing committees designated to consider all

retirement bills should be named accordingly. For example, the House

Committee on State Administration could become the House Committee on

State Administration and Retirement . After the retirement bills are reviewed

by the designated standing committee, the bills may still be segregated and

rereferred to other committees if necessary.

3. Publish a Legislator's guide to Montana's public retirement

systems.

The Subcommittee has published a retirement system guide for the 1993

Legislature and recommends that the guide be updated biennially to provide

easy reference to the basic structure, benefits, and funding status of each of

Montana's statewide public employee retirement systems. Montana's Public

Employee Retirement Systems: A Legislator's Guide, 1993 , is available at

the Montana Legislative Council. The permanent statutory retirement

committee (discussed under the Subcommittee's first recommendation)

should be responsible for preparing and updating the guide.





CHAPTER 1

LEGISLATIVE POLICYMAKING

Issue Summary

Since 1981, an average of 49 retirement bills have been introduced each

legislative session, only one-third of which have been agency bills. These

retirement bills have repeatedly amended various components of Montana's

public employee retirement systems. (See Table 1.) Furthermore, these bills

are not always referred to the same standing committees to be heard and

acted upon in a coordinated fashion. Standing committees in the House and

Senate that have acted on retirement legislation include State

Administration, Judiciary, Taxation, Business and Industry, Local

Government, Labor, Education, Appropriations, and Finance and Claims.
1

One reason for this may be that proponents of certain retirement bills feel

their bill will get a more favorable consideration in one committee rather than

another. Critics of the current legislative decisionmaking process, which

include some administrators, legislators, and retiree organizations, also argue

that standing committees without the clear responsibility of acting on all

retirement bills often defer decisions to other committees. Eventually, the

House Appropriations or Senate Finance and Claims Committees are required

to make retirement policy decisions based solely on cost rather than on what

is sound or consistent policy design.



TABLE 1

Bills Affecting Various Aspects of the Retirement Systems

SUBJECT



management of retirement money. Patterson quotes a midwestern state

legislator to make his point:

Right now we have what amounts to a porkbarrel and
piecemeal approach to pension modification. We modify one
system without regard for fiscal consequences. . . . This takes

place in a totally political atmosphere without any regard for

how the bill will be paid, by whom, and when. 2

To address legislative decisionmaking issues, the Subcommittee asked the

following questions:

(1) How can the number of retirement bills introduced each legislative

session be reduced?

(2) How can the Legislature consider retirement bills in a coordinated

fashion?

(3) What will assist the Legislature in enacting sound retirement policy

that is consistent from session to session and that is fair to all

members of the separate retirement systems?

Summary of Testimony

Tom Schneider, representing the Montana Public Employees Association

(MPEA), testified that the reason so many retirement bills are introduced

each session is that public employees and retirees have a lot of unmet

needs. Until the Legislature addresses these needs, especially cost-of-living

increases for retirees and retiree health insurance benefits, Mr. Schneider

said, numerous retirement bills will continue to be introduced. 3

Alton Hendrickson, actuary for the Public Employees' Retirement Board,

testified that, in his opinion, the Legislature considers retirement bills in a

disjointed and haphazard manner, resulting in poor retirement policy that has



affected the stability and fairness of the retirement systems. As one

example, Mr. Hendrickson referred to a bill enacted by the 1991 Legislature

that allows police officers to retire after 20 years of service regardless of

age. Mr. Hendrickson suggested that the Legislature adopt overall policy

guidelines against which all retirement legislation would be measured. 4

Larry Nachtsheim, Administrator of Montana's Public Employees' Retirement

Division (PERD) and President of the National Association of Retirement

System Administrators, emphasized the need for a comprehensive legislative

policy statement and for standard procedures to be followed when

considering all retirement legislation. Mr. Nachtsheim felt that this was the

best way to coordinate retirement legislation, reduce the number of

retirement bills, and ensure the enactment of consistent and equitable

retirement legislation. Mr. Nachtsheim proposed the following standard

procedures: (1) initially refer all retirement legislation to one standing

committee in each house; (2) segregate the bills for rereferral, if necessary,

with all bills requiring funding being rereferred to the House Appropriations

or Senate Finance and Claims Committee; and (3) establish a new, more

appropriate format for fiscal notes on retirement legislation so that the full

fiscal implications, including long-term effects, of a retirement bill can be

understood. 5

The concept of having all retirement legislation initially referred to one

standing committee in each house and of having some type of review

process for retirement legislation prior to a regular legislative session was

supported by representatives of the Association of Montana Retired Public

Employees (AMPRE), the Montana Education Association (MEA), MPEA, and

the retirement system boards. Nevertheless, some of those who testified

expressed concern that the review process not become just another

bureaucratic exercise designed to prevent the legitimate interests of current

and future retirees from being heard. On the other hand, Subcommittee

members expressed concern that the review process not result in a

legislative committee becoming simply an advocacy group for special

retirement interests.
6



Research Reports

A study of other states' approaches to the issue of how to enact consistent

and equitable retirement policy revealed that in 1990, 22 of 50 states

utilized some type of legislative pension oversight commission with varying

powers and duties designed to assist in the legislative policymaking process.

Several other states were actively considering the creation of permanent

retirement committees. 7

The Subcommittee studied the structure and authority of pension oversight

commissions in six states (South Dakota, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North

Dakota, Washington, and Nevada), which represent a cross section of the

different ways pension oversight commissions have been organized and how

they have operated.

South Dakota has both standing House and Senate Retirement Laws

Committees and a permanent statutory Joint Interim Retirement Laws

Committee. The statutory committee makes a continuing study of the

pension, annuity, and benefit laws that relate to employees and public

officers. The statutory committee generally meets only once or twice during

the interim to review retirement proposals that may be introduced as bills

during the regular legislative session. The standing Retirement Laws

Committees of each house are assigned all introduced retirement bills.
8

Wisconsin has a statutory Joint Survey Committee on Retirement Systems

that consists of both legislative and nonlegislative members. This Joint

Survey Committee reviews and reports on all retirement bills introduced in

the Legislature. Although not a purely legislative committee, it has the

authority to kill a bill. When a retirement bill is reported out of the

Committee, the Committee's report and recommendations accompany the

bill throughout the legislative process. 9



Minnesota's Legislative Commission on Pensions and Retirement functions

as a standing committee, reviewing all pension legislation introduced in the

House or Senate during a legislative session. The Commission has a joint

membership and can kill a retirement bill or report it out of committee with

recommendations. The Commission also prepares a biennial report to the

Legislature. By law, the report must contain a summary of all pension

legislation passed during the previous biennium, a statement of pension

policy goals and principles, and data on the fiscal status of the state's major

statewide plans and local funds. The Commission meets year-round at the

call of the presiding officer.
10

North Dakota utilizes a permanent interim committee called the Employee

Benefits Programs Committee to consider and review all legislation affecting

the public employee retirement systems, state health insurance plans, and

retiree health insurance programs. The Committee generally meets only

during the interim but, by statute, must review and report on all retirement

legislation prior to introduction during a legislative session. 11

Washington's Joint Committee on Pension Policy is a permanent interim

advisory committee charged with developing and recommending pension

policy and funding standards. While there is no statutory requirement that

retirement bills be reviewed by the Committee, a bill that has not first been

reviewed rarely survives the legislative process.
12

Nevada's Interim Retirement Committee is an advisory body that has no

statutory authority other than to oversee the administration of the retirement

systems and to set the salaries of various administrative officers.
13



Subcommittee Recommendations

Subcommittee members concluded that the Legislature needs a process to

ensure the enactment of fair and consistent retirement policy. To achieve

this objective, the Subcommittee formulated the following unanimous

recommendations.

1. A joint permanent statutory retirement committee should be created

to review, prior to each regular legislative session, proposals

amending the retirement systems. fSee LCI82, at Appendix A.)

The Subcommittee unanimously agreed that the proposed statutory

retirement committee should consist of both House and Senate members

who must be appointed on a bipartisan basis for 2-year terms; should

include at least two members of each house that serve on that house's

standing committee that is regularly assigned retirement bills; and should

include one Senate member from the Senate Finance and Claims Committee

and one House member from the House Appropriations Committee. The

Subcommittee believes that the membership outlined above is necessary to

ensure that retirement legislation is considered in a bipartisan atmosphere by

legislators representing standing committees that regularly consider

retirement issues as well as standing committees that must approve the

funding for the retirement plans in balance with the state's other fiscal

responsibilities.

In addition, the Subcommittee recommends that the statutory retirement

committee have the power to review retirement proposals at least 45 days

prior to each regular legislative session and to attach to any introduced

retirement bill a committee report on the bill's fiscal and policy implications

along with the committee's recommendation on whether the bill should be



enacted. The statutory retirement committee should also develop legislation

and review the fiscal soundness of the retirement systems and the benefit

needs of current and future public retirees.

The recommended statutory retirement committee will act to: (1) coordinate

various legislative proposals affecting the retirement systems; (2) ensure

that proposals are complete and responsibly funded prior to introduction in

the regular legislative session; (3) provide a forum for the fair and thorough

hearing of arguments for or against the proposals; and (4) apply consistent

standards of good policy design. The Legislature will also benefit from the

expertise that a permanent retirement committee will offer.

2. The leadership of the House of Representatives and the Senate

should designate one of the standing committees in each house as a

retirement committee with the responsibility to initially review all

retirement legislation introduced during a legislative session.

Initially referring all retirement legislation to a designated and appropriately

named standing committee on retirement (for example, the House or Senate

Committee on State Administration and Retirement ) will help ensure that

retirement bills are considered in a consistent, coordinated, and fair manner.

3. A legislator's guide to Montana's public employee retirement systems

should be published biennially. (See Montana 's Public Retirement

Systems: A Legislator's Guide. 1993. prepared under the direction of

the Joint Subcommittee on Public Employee Retirement Systems and

published by the Montana Legislative Council.)

The legislator's guide to the retirement systems provides an "at-a-glance"

reference to the basic benefit structures and funding status of Montana's

retirement systems. Additionally, the guide summarizes retirement issues

and provides decisionmaking guidelines. The Subcommittee believes the

guide will help legislators establish informed, equitable, and consistent

retirement policy.

8



CHAPTER 2
POSTRETIREMENT COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS

Issue Summary

Postretirement COLAs surfaced as the preeminent benefits issue raised in

public testimony before the Subcommittee. While the Legislature has, from

time to time, provided public retirees with postretirement benefit increases,

these ad hoc increases have failed to adequately address a mounting

problem. Ad hoc increases are seemingly expedient in the short term, but

are very expensive in the long term because they are not prefunded by

employee or employer contributions.

Montana statutes provide limited automatic postretirement adjustments to

retirees. The Public Employees', Teachers', Game Wardens', and Sheriffs'

Retirement Systems provide automatic annual postretirement increases

based on a portion of the systems' investment earnings above 8%.

Members of the Municipal Police Officers', Highway Patrol Officers',

Firefighters' Unified, and Judges' Retirement Systems receive a minimum

retirement benefit based on the salary of newly hired employees. (See Table

2.) Postretirement adjustments in three of the systems are funded by

special revenue (insurance premium taxes and vehicle registration fees).

However, these statutorily provided adjustments are not tied to cost-of-living

or inflation indexes and vary dramatically by retirement system. In 1991,

benefit increases ranged from an average of 0.84% of salary for retired

game wardens to an average of 18.06% of salary for highway patrol

officers.



TABLE 2

POSTRETIREMENT ADJUSTMENTS TO
MONTANA'S PUBLIC RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

METHOD GIVEN SYSTEM(S) COVERED AVERAGE INCREASE PAID
1/1/92

(1) Retirees are paid an

additional monthly
retirement adjustment

based on the system's

investment earnings

above 8%, which is

the average yield

assumed by the

actuary.

Public Employees'

Teachers'

Sheriffs'

Game Wardens'

$7.03/month (1.67%)
$10.04/month (1.55%)
$22.72/month (4.09%)

$8.59/month (0.84%)

(2) Retirees are paid a

minimum benefit that

is equal to 1 12 the

salary of a newly
confirmed member.
This adjustment is

funded by annual

payments from the

state's insurance

premium tax fund.

Municipal Police Officers'

Firefighters' Unified

Maximum benefit varies by

city and individual retiree

(3) Retirees are paid a

minimum benefit by

changing the basic

formula to reflect the

current salary of a

probationary patrol

officer. Also, pre-

7/1/91 retirees receive

an annual lump-sum
supplement funded by
an additional 25-cent

vehicle registration

fee.

Highway Patrol Officers' Minimum benefit varies by

individual retiree;

supplemental benefit for

pre-7/1/91 retirees in

FY92 was $1,937 (an

18.06% average increase)

(4) Retiree benefit

allowances are

increased based on the

current salary paid to

the office from which
the member retired.

Judges' Received approximately a

4% increase every 6

months beginning 7/1/91

to 7/1/93 based on salary

increases for active judges

10



Summary of Testimony

Mr. Alton Hendrickson, Executive Director of the Hendrickson, Miller &

Associates, Inc. actuarial firm and a long-time actuarial consultant for

Montana's public employee retirement systems, testified in favor of

providing automatic postretirement COLAs to Montana's public retirees. He

strongly encouraged the Legislature to enact measures that would provide

for prefunding postretirement benefit increases. He pointed out that the

longer the Legislature delays in implementing prefunded adjustments, the

more expensive the adjustments will become as the number of public

retirees increases. Additionally, Mr. Hendrickson felt that because inflation

affects all retirees equally, members of the separate retirement systems

should be treated equally and receive equal postretirement benefit increases.

Mr. Hendrickson observed that members of the Public Employees' and

Teachers' Retirement Systems receive lower postretirement benefit

increases than members of the other systems because postretirement

increases are less expensive in smaller systems. He also explained that

using investment earnings above 8% to fund postretirement adjustments in

four of the retirement systems represents a short-term solution at best

because investment earnings will soon drop below 8%. Sound actuarial

funding of the retirement systems is based on investments yielding an

average of 8% annually. By spending the earnings above 8%, the state has

allowed no room for earnings to fall below 8%. The retirement systems will

eventually incur a real debt for which someone will have to pay.
14

Larry Nachtsheim, Administrator of PERD, reported to the Subcommittee

that the problem with current postretirement adjustments is the lack of

uniformity and equity. Mr. Nachtsheim explained that in every regular

legislative session from 1973 to 1989, some form of an ad hoc adjustment

was granted for at least one system administered by PERD. These

adjustments have been provided in various forms, such as flat percentages.



one-half the consumer price index (CPI) since the date of retirement, and the

average 2-year increase in the CPI.

Mr. Nachtsheim recommended that postretirement adjustments be granted

to public employees under the following guidelines:

(1) all retirees should be treated the same regardless of the system under

which they are covered;

(2) available resources should be pooled and distributed for equal, across-

the-board adjustments;

(3) the formula for calculating the amount of the postretirement adjustment

should be the same for all systems;

(4) all systems should have the same age criteria for receiving the first

adjustment;

(5) there should be a minimum waiting period after retirement before a

retiree would become eligible to receive the adjustment; and

(6) no postretirement adjustment should be paid to a retiree who is actively

employed in another public position covered under Title 19, MCA. 15

David Senn, Executive Director of the Teachers' Retirement System, also

testified in support of automatic cost-of-living adjustments for retirees. Mr.

Senn explained that the Teachers' Retirement System has experienced nine

ad hoc COLAs since 1969, none of which has approached the real increase

in the cost of living.
16 Mr. Senn also reported the following research on

postretirement adjustments taken from a 1990-91 survey of state and local

public employee retirement systems conducted by the Public Pension

Coordinating Council. 17

12



74% of 201 respondents offered a postretirement adjustment, of which:

33% provided a fixed rate adjustment ranging from 1% to 5% annually;

25% provided a variable rate adjustment based on CPI;

9% provided adjustments through ad hoc legislative action; and

7% based adjustments on other factors such as investment earnings or a

combination of fixed, variable, or ad hoc adjustments.

Mr. Senn also reported that the average postretirement adjustment was

3.63% annually but varied by region and occupation:

Region Occupation

Northeast 5.05% General 3.37%
Midwest 3.38% Teachers 3.46%
South 3.85% Police/Fire 3.95%
West 3.35% Other 4.21%

Representatives of MPEA, MEA, the MEA Retired Members Association,

Retired Teachers' Association, AMPRE, the Sheriff's and Peace Officers

Association, and University System faculty testified that getting the

Legislature to enact meaningful postretirement COLAs or Guaranteed Annual

Benefit Adjustments (GABAs) will be the top priority for these groups during

the 1993 Legislative Session. 18

Research Reports

A Legislative Council staff research paper presented to the Subcommittee

summarized automatic and ad hoc COLAs. Automatic adjustments provide

for the postretirement benefit increases to be prefunded through the

retirement plan, while ad hoc adjustments require separate legislative

appropriations.

Automatic adjustments are statutorily provided for and have proved to be

extremely costly if certain control measures are not applied. For example, e

COLA tied to the CPI may be capped at 3%. 19

13



A recent survey showed that all but one of the 50 states-Wisconsin-

provide some type of COLA for public retirees. Thirty-six percent offer a

COLA tied to the CPI; 42% provide ad hoc COLAs; and 20% offer a fixed

percentage automatic COLA or some other form of a COLA, such as an

increase based on investment earnings. 20

Consultant's Report

In response to the deep concern about and wide support for postretirement

benefit increases, the Subcommittee contracted the actuarial services of

Alton Hendrickson of Hendrickson, Miller & Associates, Inc. Mr.

Hendrickson was asked to provide cost estimates and other fiscal data on

providing postretirement benefit adjustments to Montana's public retirees.

On March 24, 1992, Mr. Hendrickson reported to the Subcommittee the

cost of 2% and 4% annual benefit adjustments based on a percentage of

salary for members of the Public Employees', Teachers', Game Wardens',

Sheriffs', Municipal Police Officers', Firefighters' Unified, and Highway Patrol

Officers' Retirement Systems. Mr. Hendrickson also presented a formula for

providing the increases based on the CPI.
21

(See Mr. Hendrickson's report

at Appendix B.)

The Subcommittee later asked Mr. Hendrickson to provide additional data for

all the retirement systems for: (1) a flat dollar COLA based on years of

service only; (2) a 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5% automatic COLA; (3) a COLA

tied to the urban CPI with a 5% cap; (4) a COLA with a 2-year waiting

period; and (5) a COLA paid when retirees reach ages 62 and 65. (See

Appendix B.)

14



General Conclusions

Mr. Hendrickson reached the following general conclusions:

• A COLA based on a flat dollar amount for each year of service, thought

to be an easy and equitable way to provide a COLA, is more complex

than originally perceived. The dollar amount would continually have to

be readjusted by the Legislature to compensate for inflation.

• The minimum benefit provided for members of the Highway Patrol

Officers', Firefighters' Unified, Municipal Police Officers', and Judges'

Retirement Systems is superior to a reasonable COLA that could be

provided to the other systems. Thus, consideration of an automatic

COLA should focus on the Public Employees', Teachers', Game

Wardens', and Sheriffs' Retirement Systems, which rely solely on

investment earnings above 8% for postretirement adjustments.

• A COLA tied to the CPI is complex and difficult to consistently and

adequately fund because it is variable and there are disagreements about

what the CPI really represents and which CPI should be used.

• A flat-percentage, automatic COLA (such as 3%) is the most effective

way of providing a postretirement increase. The 53rd Legislature should

provide for the prefunding of the postretirement adjustments through

employee and employer contributions. 22

Subcommittee Discussion

Motions by Senator Bianchi and Representative Cocchiarella to work toward

a Subcommittee recommendation on postretirement benefit adjustments

failed on tied votes.

15



Some Subcommittee members argued in favor of studying the issue further

and in favor of a recommendation acknowledging the need to address the

COLA issue.

Other Subcommittee members argued that the state was facing a fiscal

crisis, that local governments would also be facing a great burden if asked to

fund COLAs for their public retirees, and that it would be irresponsible and

unrealistic for the Subcommittee to recommend providing postretirement

benefit increases that the state cannot afford at this time. Some members

argued that the issue could best be handled by the permanent statutory

retirement committee that the Subcommittee is recommending. 23

16



CHAPTER 3
BENEFITS, FISCAL TRENDS, AND FUNDING OBLIGATIONS

House Joint Resolution No. 50 directed the Joint Interim Subcommittee on

Public Employee Retirement Systems to study the benefit structures, fiscal

trends, and funding obligations of the retirement systems. Tables 3 through

1 1 on the following pages show the basic benefit structures and funding

status of Montana's statewide retirement systems. These tables are also

provided in a Legislator's guide prepared under the supervision of the

Subcommittee and published by the Montana Legislative Council.
24 The

tables show that:

• minimum service and age eligibility requirements for normal retirement

benefits vary by system (Table 3);

• the Municipal Police Officers', Firefighters' Unified, and Highway Patrol

Officers' Retirement Systems are not covered by social security (Table

5), and employer contributions to these systems are significantly higher

than are contributions to systems for employees covered by social

security (Table 7);

• the Firefighters' Unified, Highway Patrol Officers', and Municipal Police

Officers' Retirement Systems are the most expensive systems to fund

(Table 7);

• the Firefighters' Unified Retirement System has the largest unfunded

liability as a percentage of payroll, with 20.98% of its total contributions

being used to amortize the system's unfunded liability (Table 6);

• five of the eight systems shown in Table 7 rely on special revenue to

fund retirement benefits; and

17



in the Judges' Retirement System, although 41.15% of total

contributions is actuarially required to fund benefits as they accrue, a

12.51% shortfall in District Court fees resulted in actual contributions

of 39%, which is 2.15% short of funding promised benefits and

6.86% short of funding the system's unfunded liabilities (Table 6).

18
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TABLE 8

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS' COMPENSATION ACT

(As of July 1, 1992)

PENSION PLAN FEATURES



TABLE 9

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PROGRAM
(As of July 1, 1992)

PROGRAM FEATURES



Funding Status and Fiscal Trends

Actuaries for the statewide public retirement systems have certified that all

but one of Montana's eight defined benefit cost-sharing public retirement

systems are actuarially sound. The actuary for the Judges' Retirement

System has concluded that that system is actuarially unsound.

As indicated on Tables 6 and 7, contributions to the Judges' Retirement

System are 2.15% of payroll short of funding the normal cost of benefits as

they accrue. Furthermore, no funds are available to make payments on the

system's unfunded liabilities. The July 1, 1992, actuarial report on the

Judges' Retirement System states:

One of the criteria for actuarial soundness is that the annual

contribution be sufficient to fund the normal cost and the unfunded

liability. The Judges' Retirement System provides for a contribution

of 34.71 % of compensation from district court fees, but the fees

are insufficient to produce this contribution. Until adequate

provision is made for funding the stated contribution, it is not

possible to conclude that the Judges' Retirement System is

actuarially sound. 25

Between 1988 and 1991, every system moved closer to 100% funding of

the system's total pension benefit obligation (PBO). (See Table 10.) The

larger the percentage of funding, the stronger the retirement system.

Although the Firefighters' Unified Retirement System moved the fastest

toward 100% funding, it is still the weakest system with only 40.8% of its

obligations funded. The Judges' Retirement System is making the slowest

progress.

In addition to the Sheriffs' Retirement System, which is funding 37.2% more

than its total PBO, the Game Wardens' and Public Employees' Retirement

Systems are the strongest systems.

26



TABLE 10

PERCENTAGE OF THE PENSION BENEFIT OBLIGATION FUNDED
(As of June 30, 1991)

RETIREMENT SYSTEM



shows how much the unfunded PBO was increased. [Please note that the

data shown in Tables 10 and 1 1 are as of 1991 and are currently being

updated.]

TABLE 1

1

UNFUNDED PBO AS A PERCENTAGE OF PAYROLL
(As of June 30, 1991)

RETIREMENT SYSTEM
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53rd Legislature LC 0182/01

1 BILL NO.

2 INTRODUCED BY

3 BY REQUEST OF THE JOINT INTERIM SUBCOMMITTEE ON

4 PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

5

6 A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT CREATING A STATUTORY

7 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS;

8 APPROPRIATING FUNDS FOR THE COMMITTEE; AND PROVIDING AN

9 IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVE DATE."

10

11 WHEREAS, it is necessary to establish consistency in the

12 review of retirement legislation requests in order to better

13 understand and control the costs of such legislation; and

14 WHEREAS, it is necessary to establish uniform policies

15 for approving changes of benefits, postretirement

16 adjustments, and funding; and

17 WHEREAS, the establishment of a statutory legislative

18 committee to analyze the state's public employee retirement

19 systems on an ongoing basis and to make recommendations for

20 legislative action would enhance the uniformity and

21 consistency of public employee retirement legislation.

22

2 3 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

24 NEW SECTION. Section 1. Committee on public employee

25 retirement systems — appointment. (1) There is a committee

Montana Legislative council(~Monti
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1 on public employee retirement systems.

2 (2) The committee consists of four members of the

3 senate appointed by the committee on committees and four

4 members of the house of representatives appointed by the

5 speaker of the house.

6 (a) No more than two of the committee members from each

7 house may be members of the same political party.

8 (b) At least two committee members from each house

9 shall serve on the standing committee to which retirement

10 bills are regularly assigned during a regular session. One

11 senate member shall serve on the senate finance and claims

12 committee. One house member shall serve on the house

13 appropriations committee.

14 NEW SECTION. Section 2. Terms of members — officers

15 — vacancies. (1) Appointments to the committee on public

16 employee retirement systems are for 2 years and must be made

17 before the final adjournment of a regular legislative

18 session. Each member of the committee shall serve until the

19 member's term of office as a legislator ends or until the

20 member's successor is appointed, whichever occurs first.

21 (2) The committee shall elect one of its members as

22 presiding officer and another, who must be from the opposite

23 political party, as vice presiding officer. The committee

24 shall elect other officers it considers necessary.

25 (3) A vacancy that occurs when the legislature is not

-2-
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1 in session must be filled by the selection of a member from

2 the same house and political party by the remaining members

3 of the committee. An appointment to the committee under this

4 subsection is for the unexpired term of the original member.

5 NEW SECTION. Section 3. Meetings — compensation. (1)

6 The committee on public employee retirement systems shall

7 meet as often as the presiding officer considers necessary

8 during and between legislative sessions.

9 (2) Committee members are entitled to receive

10 compensation and expenses as provided in 5-2-302.

11 NEW SECTION. Section 4. Staff assistance. (1) The

12 legislative council shall provide staff assistance to the

13 committee on public employee retirement systems. On behalf

14 of the committee, the legislative council has the same

15 authority of investigation and examination under 5-11-106

16 and the same authority to hold hearings under 5-11-107 as it

17 has for other committees.

18 (2) The committee may request personnel from state

19 agencies, political subdivisions, or the state public

20 employee retirement systems to furnish any information and

21 render any assistance that the committee may request.

22 NEW SECTION. Section 5. Duties of committee

23 committee review and report. (1) The committee on public

24 employee retirement systems shall:

25 (a) consider the fiscal soundness of the state's public
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1 employee retirement systems, based on reports from the

2 teachers' retirement board and the public employees'

3 retirement board, and study and evaluate the equity and

4 benefit structure of the state's public employee retirement

5 systems;

6 (b) establish principles of sound fiscal and public

7 policy as guidelines;

8 (c) as necessary, develop legislation to keep the

9 retirement systems consistent with sound policy principles;

10 (d) solicit and review proposed statutory changes to

11 any of the state's public employee retirement systems;

12 (e) report to the legislature on each legislative

13 proposal reviewed by the committee. The report must include

14 but is not limited to:

15 (i) a summary of the fiscal implications of the

16 proposal;

17 (ii) an analysis of the effect that the proposal may

18 have on other public employee retirement systems;

19 (iii) an analysis of the soundness of the proposal as a

20 matter of public policy;

21 (iv) any amendments proposed by the committee; and

22 (v) the committee's recommendation on whether the

23 proposal should be enacted by the legislature.

24 (f) attach the committee's report to any proposal that

25 the committee considered and that is or has been introduced

-4-
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1 as a bill during a legislative session; and

2 (g) publish, for legislators' use, an information book

3 on the state's public employee retirement systems.

4 (2) A proposal subject to review under subsection

5 (l)(d) must be submitted to the committee at least 45 days

6 before the first day of the next regular legislative session

7 unless this time limitation is waived by a majority vote of

8 the committee.

9 NEW SECTION. Section 6. Appropriation. There is

10 appropriated for the biennium ending June 30, 1995, $7,200

11 from the general fund to the legislative council for use by

12 the committee on public employee retirement systems

13 established in [section 1].

14 NEW SECTION. Section 7. Codification instruction.

15 [Sections 1 through 5] are intended to be codified as an

16 integral part of Title 5, and the provisions of Title 5

17 apply to [sections 1 through 5].

18 NEW SECTION. Section 8. Effective date. [This act] is

19 effective on passage and approval.

-End-
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Introduction

This report illustrates the cost of post-retirement adjustments to the
following seven Montana public retirement systems:

Public Employees' Retirement System
Teachers' Retirement System
Police Retirement - Statewide Plan

Firefighters' Retirement System
Highway Patrol Retirement System
Sheriffs' Retirement System
Game Wardens' Retirement System

Two strategies are shown. The first is a level-dollar increase based on $1

for each year of credited service. The $1 adjustment would be increased each
year to help maintain its purchasing power. The second strategy is a level

-

percent increase each year. Five percentages have been illustrated.

The cost of the various post-retirement adjustments have been determined
independent of existing adjustment provisions. If one of the illustrated
adjustment provisions were to be adopted, it would need to be coordinated with
current provisions. Some alternatives would be:

1. Allow current members to select either the current or the new provision.

2. Apply either the current or the new provision each year, depending on

which produces the larger benefit.

3. Replace the current provision with the new one.

4. Supplement the current provision with the new one.

The amount of funds currently available to help pay for the illustrated
adjustments would depend on the coordination procedure adopted.

The calculations in this report were based on the actuarial assumptions stated
in the most recent actuarial valuation reports of the various systems and

membership data as of July 1, 1991. The calculations reflect legislative
changes as of July 1, 1991.

This valuation has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted
actuarial principles and practices. Respectfully submitted,

Alton P. Hendrickson
Member, American Academy
of Actuaries

Hendrickson, Miller
& Associates, Inc.



Monthly Benefit Increased $1 per Year of Service

Post-Retirement Adjustment

This approach would provide automatic increases each year in the form of a

level-dollar benefit increase based on service only. The amount of this
increase would be $1 for each year of service credited to the retiree.

The benefit increases would be made on each July 1 to those members who had
been receiving benefits for at least 1 year. The $1 would be increased each
year based on the U.S. Department of Labor's price index increase for urban
consumers (CPI), but limited to 5% each year.

Advantages

The goal of this level-dollar increase would be to assist retirees in

maintaining the purchasing power for basic needs. The increase would not be
based on the amount of the monthly benefits but rather on the years of service
credited with the retirement system.

The level -dollar increase is most advantageous to the members of those systems
with the smallest benefit formula and smallest salaries. As shown on the next
page, members of the Public Employees' Retirement System receive the largest
percentage increase.

E xample of Increase

This example illustrates 2 teachers who retire after 30 years of service, one
with a final average salary of $30,000 and the other with $36,000. The annual
post-retirement adjustment will be $30, increased each year by the CPI (4% in

this example)

.

Years of Service

Final Average Salary

Initial Monthly Benefit

2nd Year Monthly Benefit

3rd Year Monthly Benefit

20th Year Monthly Benefit

The difference in the teachers' benefits remains constant at $250,

Teacher A



Monthly Benefit Increased $1 per Year of Service

Retirement System



Benefits Increased at A Level Percent Annually

Post-Retirement Adjustment

This approach would provide automatic increases each year in the form of a

level percent of the benefit. The costs are shown at annual increases of 1%,

2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%. The reduced costs for delayed increases are also shown.
The delays include a 2-year delay as well as delays until age 62 or 65.

The benefit increases would be made on each July 1 to those members who had

been receiving benefits for at least 1 year. The 2-year delay would require
that members be retired for at least 3 years. Increases delayed until age 62

or 65 would first be paid on the July 1 following the attainment of the
required age provided the member had been retired at least 1 year.

Advantages

The biggest advantage of this level -percent increase provision would be

simplicity and cost control. Because annual increases are fixed, and not tied
to a variable index, the costs can be projected more accurately.

The level -percent increase is most advantageous to the members of those
systems with the largest formula and salaries. The 2-year delay has a uniform
impact on all systems; however, the age 62 or 65 deferral reduces benefits
more on the smaller systems. These systems allow members to retire earlier
which results in a longer deferral period until age 62 or 65.

Example of Increase

This example again illustrates 2 teachers who retire after 30 years of
service, one with a final average salary of $30,000 and the other with
$36,000, using a constant 3% annual increase.

Teacher A Teacher B

Years of Service

Final Average Salary

Initial Monthly Benefit

2nd Year Monthly Benefit

3rd Year Monthly Benefit

20th Year Monthly Benefit

By the 20th year, the difference in the teachers' benefits will have grown
from $250 to $438.

Hendrickson, Miller
& Associates, Inc.
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Benefits Increased 1% Annually

Cost As A Percent of Annual Compensation

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 2% Annually

Cost As A Percent of Annual Compensation

Hendrickson, Miller
& Associates, Inc.

Retirement System



Benefits increased 3% Annually

Cost As A Percent of Annual Compensation

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 4% Annually

Cost As A Percent of Annual Compensation

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 5% Annually

Cost As A Percent of Annual Compensation

Retirement System



Statistical Information

Practical decisions on post-retirement adjustment provisions require
information about the long-term impact of various alternatives, projections of
future need based on past experience, and membership statistics which affect
the ultimate cost of the increases. The following tables provide a summary of
this information.

Annual Increases

This table illustrates the amount by which a $1,000 monthly benefit will
increase at various rates of annual increases.



Expected Lifetime
Year of

Retirement Females Males

45 40.6 34.7
50 35.9 30.1
55 31.2 25.7
60 26.6 21.5
65 22.1 17.5

70 17.9 13.9
75 14.1 10.7

The regular monthly benefit for police officers, firefighters and the highway
patrol provides a continuation of the benefit to the spouse in the event of
the member's death. This feature adds approximately 10 years to the expected
payout period.

Membership Averages

The membership statistics and the retirement experience of the systems
determine the cost of the various post-retirement adjustments illustrated
above. The following tables provide information about the average statistics
for active members and those receiving benefits.

Active Membership Averages

Retirement System



Retired Membership Averages

Retirement System
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ACTU AR I A CONSULTANTS

Securities Building • 101 N. Last Chance Gulch *'+,. Z9q
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<
Telephone 406 -\-\l^lll ^Cii^n

FAX 406 442-5089 ^

July 16, 1992

M. Valencia Lane
Montana Legislative Council
Legal Services Division
Room 138, State Capitol
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Re: Post-Retirement Adjustment Report

Dear Valencia:

As a supplement to the recent actuarial report, I have determined the cost of
providing a 3-year deferred annual 2% increase. This increase would be granted
annually to all retirees who have been retired at least 4 years on each July 1.

I have shown the cost for current retirees and active members.

Cost as a Percent of Compensation

Retirement System
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July 31, 1992

Sheri S. Heffel finger, Researcher
Legal Services Division
Room 138, State Capitol
Helena, MT 59620-1706

Re: Post -Retirement Adjustment Report

Dear Sheri:

As requested, I have determine the additional contribution which will be required

during the first year under various increase assumptions. These contributions

correspond to the percentage increases illustrated for each of the retirement
systems in my report of July 10. 1992.

Sincerely,

Alton P. Hendrickson, M.A.A.A.



Benefits Increased 1% Annually

Required First Year Contribution

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 2% Annually

Required First Year Contribution

Hendrickson, Miller
—& Associates, Inc.

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 37, Annually

Required First Year Contribution

Hendrickson, Miller
& Associates, Inc.

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 4% Annually

Required First Year Contribution

Retirement System



Benefits Increased 5% Annually

Required First Year Contribution

Retirement System
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Glossary of Common Retirement Terms

Active members - Persons currently employed in positions covered by

the retirement system, earning service credits, and contributing a percentage

of their salary to the retirement system.

Actuarial valuation - A mathematical process used to determine the

financial condition of a retirement system at a particular point in time and to

project the system's future funding needs.

Annuity - Equal and fixed payments for life that are calculated to be the

actuarial equivalent of a lump-sum payment. This lump sum is usually the

member's accumulated contributions, plus interest. An annuity is not a

service, disability, or survivorship benefit and is not adjusted by a COLA,
GABA, or any other postretirement adjustment.

Benefit formula - The mathematical formula used to calculate the service

or disability retirement or survivorship benefit in a defined benefit plan. This

formula defines the benefit as a certain percentage of the member's salary at

retirement per year of service. For example: 1 /56th x salary x years of

service = monthly pension.

COLA - A Cost-of-Living Adjustment. This term refers to an increase in a

retiree's monthly benefit based on an increase in the cost of living.

Defined benefit plan - A retirement plan that promises certain benefits

(defined by a formula) at an actuarially determined cost. The cost is

expressed as a fixed percentage of active members' salaries.

Defined contribution plan - A retirement plan that provides varying

annuities defined by contributions on account and a member's age and
choices of payout on the day the member retires. No adjustments may be

made to the monthly payout after the annuity is initiated.



GABA - A Guaranteed Annual Benefit Adjustment. This term refers to an

automatic increase in a retiree's monthly benefit allowance by an amount
that is specified in statute but which may not be formally connected to the

cost of living.

Inactive Members - Members of the retirement system who have
contributions in the system but are no longer employed in positions covered
by the system. Inactive members are no longer earning service credits or

contributing a portion of their salaries to the retirement system.

Normal cost - The fixed percentage of total salaries required to fund the

benefits promised to members of a retirement system as the benefits accrue.

Normal retirement - The full retirement benefit that is paid when a

member has completed the minimum years of service and/or attained the

minimum age required to be eligible for full benefits. Although early

retirement benefits are paid, sometimes on a pro-rated basis, these benefits

are not considered normal retirement benefits.

Pension - A benefit paid by an employer to a retiree or survivor because of

previous service performed for the employer.

Unfunded liability - That portion of the total liabilities of the system that

cannot be funded by the system's current assets or the anticipated future

normal contributions of members and employers plus anticipated investment
earnings. Individual unfunded liabilities are created when a benefit is

promised for service performed prior to the benefit's effective date when
contributions are not raised sufficiently to pay the normal cost of the benefit

as it will accrue.

Vested - A member of a retirement system is vested after being an active

member for a certain minimum number of years. After becoming vested, a

member has specified rights under the system. If a member terminates
employment under a system before being vested, the member will be eligible

only for a refund of the member's accumulated contributions, plus interest.

lao 2295shxa
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